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modern Civil Rights Movement and an international icon of resistance to racial ... Soon after she finished her speech, Kagame's propaganda machine started her. 
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U.N. Report confirms Victoire Ingabire’s position Months before the UN report was published, she was the first Rwandan to publicly defy Kagame’s regime, on Rwandan soil, by mentioning war crimes committed to Hutu people during RPF military campaigns. Arriving in Rwanda since 16 years, besides acknowledging the Genocide against Tutsi, she equally mentioned crimes against humanity committed to Hutu people in history of Rwanda.



Call for Accountability “ The report raises serious allegations of brutal and horrific mass killings, rape and other abuses during the period in question,” said the US Government through the Assistant Secretary in charge of the Bureau of Public Affairs, Philip J. Crowley, who has called for accountability for crimes committed against Congolese and Rwandan ethnic Hutus in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) over the last decades January 2010, similar to conclusion of the U.S. political scientists Dr. Alan Stam of the University of Michigan and Dr. Christian Davenport of Notre Dame who have analyzed data from all reported crimes in Rwanda during 1994 and have concluded that more Hutu were killed or brutalized than Tutsi before and after the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) seized power in July 1994, Victoire Ingabire issued a statement: “We totally agree and are conscious that there has been genocide against Tutsis and we seriously and continuously advocate that all those who were responsible be brought before the courts of justice. We also agree that there have been other serious crimes against humanity and war crimes committed [against Hutus]; those who committed them have to bear the legal consequences. We must all the time remember those tragedies; make sure they don’t get ever repeated. We also need to ensure that people’s lives are effectively and strongly protected by laws”



She refused to submit to the only one-sided orthodoxy permitted by Kagame’s regime. This is something that is still taboo in the country today. Mentioning that RPF leadership commandeered atrocities is a crime that could get you sentenced to more than 25 years of imprisonment under the country’s “genocide ideology” laws. For this, many compare Victoire Ingabire to the American activist, Rosa Louise McCauley Parks whose act of defiance to segregation laws became an important symbol of the modern Civil Rights Movement and an international icon of resistance to racial segregation.



Smear campaign Soon after she finished her speech, Kagame’s propaganda machine started her character assassination through the media. New Times accused her of being a genocide denier, “a munyarwanda of hate and divisionism”, a double genocide theorist, a revisionist and so on. A few weeks later, the National Police mirroring threats from President Kagame started the grilling of the new opposition leader in the country. Endless interrogations in police corridors were designed to deter her determination, to dig anything that would help the government reject the registration of her political party, to freeze her freedom and finally to throw her in jail. Since then she is placed under permanent surveillance, her communications are monitored and many hacking attempts to her computers have been recorded. Later on, new charges were brought against her. Terrorism accusations for her alleged working with the Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda (FDLR) were later added to the list. Before the UN report, she used to be the only one speaking loudly what many were saying secretly. She accused the ruling Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) of killing people and being a small group that manages the assets of the country. The challenges and danger she faces still leaves me wondering how Victoire Ingabire could decide to come back home and stand as an opposition leader against Kagame. When many highest-ranking military officers, prominent politicians, senators, ambassadors and ordinary citizens who don’t agree with Kagame are heading for exile to save their lives, that is the time Victoire Ingabire Umuhoza is heading to Rwanda to do politics. In Rwanda, people like General Kayumba Nyamwasa, a founding member of the ruling party RPF who narrowly escaped an assassination in exile in South Africa, are not safe home or abroad. Mr. Safari Stanley, Senator, the author of the RPF notorious vague law on “ genocide ideology” and on genocide denial, has been charged of the same genocide ideology before going in exile. Mr. Joseph Sebarenzi, a speaker of the house of parliament and a genocide survivor has had to resign and ended up in exile for disagreeing with the government. January 2010, Victoire Ingabire resigned from her job in the Netherlands, left her family behind and travelled to Rwanda to represent a party she knew had less chance of being registered. At Amsterdam Airport, she spent a few minutes with the press, she hugged goodbye to her children and husband, she waved to her supporters and she headed to the boarding gate on her way back to her homeland.



To those who know her, this came as no surprise because this lady’s political career didn’t start from there. Since she took the leadership of RDR, a political party that started as a refugees’ advocate movement for their return way back in 1995, Victoire has engineered alliances and coalitions with other opposition parties, which culminated in the formation of her current exile-based FDU party. Victoire Ingabire’s return to Rwanda was felt by many to be a significant and impactful initiative from Rwandan opposition. She strategically joined forces with two other embattled opposition leaders in the country, Mr Frank Habineza, President of the Democratic Green party and Mr. Bernard Ntaganda, President of Socialist Party to form a “Permanent Consultative Council of Opposition Parties”. She is now kept under house arrest and Kagame wants her to be forgotten before he jails her for the next 20 years or more. Source: http://www.theproxylake.com
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Call for a doctoral position 

rely on the existing analytical data and multi-scale observations (TEM, SEM. ... of several parameters (e.g. temperature, pressure, fluid chemistry, primary and ... demonstrate fundamental knowledge of solid and fluid mechanics principles ...
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Call for a Post-Doctoral position 

Nonlinear laser ultrasonic imaging techniques for MEMS reliability ... generation of sound waves and for detection of the nonlinear acoustic response of cracks, ...
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Call for post-doc position, January 2009 

This post-doc position will be integrated within the Room Acoustic Group of the Acoustic and ... CSTB has acquired strong knowledge in active sound control.
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Physical Acoustics Department Call for a postdoctoral position 

CONTEXT A growing interest is shown in characterizing elastic properties of the ... interferometer, offers the advantage of high sensitivity to Brillouin scattering ...
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Call for a 1 year postdoctoral position .fr 

email their application, including a cover letter, a CV, a list of publications and names and addresses of two referees who would write a recommendation letter.
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Call for Papers 2019 

15 sept. 2018 - Call for Papers 2019. Founded in 2003, the Society for Existential ... conference program coordinator. Non-tenure-stream participants interested ...
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Call for paper05c - Tribologie 

Sep 6, 2005 - 20, avenue Albert Einstein. 69621 Villeurbanne cedex, France. ++33 (0) 4 72 43 84 52. ++33 (0) 4 78 89 09 80 [email protected].
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Call for Applications 

Mobility students will be awarded a scholarship, will attend courses and will use all the facilities of. The University of Granada on an equal basis as the enrolled ...
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Call for Abstracts 

Call for Abstracts. â€œAdvances in Characterization of Materials ... Center for Nondestructive Evaluation. Cosponsor: American Society for Nondestructive Testing, ...
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Call for pitches - Biovision 

13 mars 2015 - Lyon - France | April 15 & 16, 2015 .... 4 During the Biovision closing ceremony, on April 16, the most promising candidates will receive an.
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Call for Papers - Instituto ... 

BRAZILIAN INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE ON HUMAN RIGHTS, which will focus on Human Rights and ... Les articles (espace unique, 15-30 pages, sans.
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Call for presentation abstracts 

Nov 29, 2015 - This mini-symposium is an opportunity for NDT and Monitoring researchers to present (or held) presentations concerning computing ...
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Call for Papers - Affi 

It is the capital of the Centre region and belongs to the Loire Valley which was added by UNESCO to its list of World Heritage Sites. OrlÃ©ans is one hour away ...
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BFX Call for Project 

segmentation as set up and validated with the â€œuserâ€� (=you) before the screen. The ... Kinases (Dharmacon Smart Pools) and Qiagen v.2 (4siRNA/gene).
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Call for papers2-EN 

Scientific committee. A. de Bruijn. E. Gerretsen. H.W. Gierlich. A. Kohlrausch. W. Lauriks. B. Schulte-Fortkamp. M.L.S. Vercammen. M. VorlÃ¤nder. D. de Vries.Missing:
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Call for pitches - Biovision 

13 mars 2015 - summary of your project or company profile on the BIOVISION website. *No fee is required when submitting your application. Regardless of the ...
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Call for applications for a PhD position Laboratory of Excellence PLAS 

The PhD student will share her/his time between LPP (Palaiseau) and LRA/LERMA (Paris). The PhD will start on Oct 1st 2016. The application should be sent by ...
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Call for papers - Yuri Biondi 

The significant flaws in the neo-liberal economic project came to a head in ... between accounting and other forms of regulation (conservatism, taxation); issues.
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call for submissions - Anna Olszewska 

in the statement of intention below) will generate an original exhibition .... For obvious financial reasons the association cannot pay the travelling costs of the ...
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Surveillance 6 Call for abstracts 

Focused on the same scope, this conference is devoted to all topics related to acoustical and vibration methods development and applications for surveillance ...
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Call for Applications for Countries and Regions 

le talent et la mÃ©moire aboutissent Ã  une philosophie profonde de la vie ..... Ongoing investigations will come .... designers investigating the impact of movement,.
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victoire 

avant la première guerre mondiale ? 2. Quand est-ce que la France a déclaré la guerre et à qui ? 3. ... croix de guerre pour le courage ? Dans quelle unité.
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Call for Panel Proposals 2019 

15 sept. 2018 - Call for Panel Proposals 2019. Founded ... 2. suggérer le nombre de conférences prévues lors de la table ronde (le maximum étant sept, mais.
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republique d'haiti - Accountability Counsel 

minières, comme par exemple la mise en œuvre des mesures d'atténuation de l'impact environnementale des opérations. Les manquements dans le respect de.
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